
Subordinators

Simple Complex

 after because  how whose although whilst as though as if in order for in case

although before in case whereas till who Ending with “That”

as for in order that wherever unless whoever but that in order that in the event that such that save that

however whenever since which until whom in that insofar that save that except that for all that

if where that while when wherever now that so that in order that

directly lest once that whenever whereas Ending with an optional “That”

immediately like since though where whereupon assuming (that) given (that) provided (that) seeing (that) the moment (that)

whatever whichever whomever why what while considering (that) granted (that) providing (that) supposing (that) the day (that)

whomsoever whosoever wheresoever whatsoever howsoever despite excepting (that) granting (that) seeing (that) on condition (that)

Ending with “As”

according as 
(according to 
what(ever)/to the 
extent that/because/
according to whether/
that/if)

as far as as long as as soon as forsomuch as

insomuch as insofar as insomuch as seeing as inasmuch as

Correlative (simple + adv.) Marginal

as…so scarcely…
when/than

so/such 
(that)

barely…
when/than

such…as whether/if… 
or

even if the moment (that) because of the fact 
that

on account of the fact 
that

in spite of the fact that

as…as the…the less/more (-/
er) than

hardly… 
when/than

so…as no sooner… 
than/when

if only every time (that) due to the fact that in light of the fact that regardless of the fact 
that

If…then although…
yet

more than so…that the…the in spite of the … that

Meaning Subordinating Conjunction

Time  After as  as long as before since

until when while as soon as now that

whenever the day (that) the moment 
(that)

Place  In the same 
place as

 where wherever

Reason  As  because since

Manner  As if as though

Contrast  Although despite the 
fact that

even though though while

much as despite + 
“wh-word”

rather than

Condition  As long 
as… (then)

given that if provided that unless

before  As far as in so far as to the degree 
(that)

 to the extent 
(that)

according as even if no matter + 
“wh-word”

Purpose  In order that so that

Result  So so that

Uncategorized

directly 
(that)

immediately 
(that)
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